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lNTRODUCTION
This is the second edition of the Third Year Survival Guide. The first was com-
Piled by血e students ffom BUSM classes of 1996 and 1997 for your use and the
use of those to fo‖ow. It is intended to give you a head start when you begin your
work on the wards.
If we could share all of our wisdom with you it would take more也an 60 pages.
Instead, We have given you what we have found to be paJrticularly useful and rel-
ev狐t SO that you do not have to spend countless hours cluttering your minds and
your pookets with it.
This Survival Guide i§ a WOrk in progress which we hope will continue to benefit
BUSM students for years to come. It c狐Only do血at with your input. Should you
Want to make additions to this guide for next year, jot down your notes狐d get in
touch with your nearest SCOMSA rep.
We hope that you find this guide useful and血at you will continue to edit狐d add
to the what we have given you.
Special ThaIks to Tina Rosenthal Waugh, Melanie Maytin, Christy Odell, Allison
Tbhkin, Debbie Blazey-Martin, Greg Merchand, Rosham Hooshmand, John Dutton
and lbni Amn Clare without whom血e first edidon wo山d never have left血e ground.
BUSM qass of 1996 and 1997
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YOU’RE NOT ATH旧DYEAR WiTHOU丁A PAGER
One of血e biggest mysteries of beginning血e皿ird year was getting a pager. When
should I get it? Where do you get it? How much does it cost?
For students doing your Surgery rotation血e Surgery Deparment will provide you
wi皿a pager if you don,t already have one. This can save you a few months in
monthly fees if you have sungery during BIock A.
We §uggeSt yOu m水e eveIγ eff(加to get yOur Pager aS SOOn as POSSible- There’s
nothing worse血an finding out that you missed out on a procedure’Or On Seeing a
great padent because yo皿reSident wasn’t able to get in touch with you・ This also
gives you more freedom during the day so that you don’t have to hang around your
resident a11 day, but they’ll always know how to find you.
Ybu c狐get a Pager from Operator Services at BMC - E Newton Campus. It is
10Cated in皿e Atrium, at the top of the escalators. The hours are genera11y 9-5・
「bu should bring your student ID. 1bu don’t need to bring money wi血you be-
CauSe血ey can bill you.
Tell血em血at you are a medical student who would like to rent a pager. Most
students usually get皿e mmeric display pager for $10.50 a mon血(minimun of 6
mon血s). This price includes tax $.50狐d insurance $2.00. Insur狐Ce COVerS yOu
in case of 10SS, thefu or damage. 1bu only have to pay a $25 deductible (as op-
posed to buying the pager). Believe me, it’s worth it!
We suggest you rent your pager from BMC - E Newton Campus because this will
allow you to be on血e in-hOuSe hospital paging system. This system is not only
faster, but much more convenient to use because you don’t need狐OutSide line.
The cost of getting a pager elsewhere is comparatle狐yWay.
Operator services also provides free battery changes. You just need to go血ere狐d
Sign a log’皿ey recycle血e batteries.
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BASIC MEDICINE NOTES
History and Physicai (H&P)
Used for血e first official encounter with a patient. Requires previous records (Call
for the old chart IMMEDIATELY), and may be duplicated in the chart by your
team. very important for your initial presentation of the patient at rounds.
GeneraI information
Name, hospital number, gender, admission date, Primary care doc, rOOm num-
t戴き
Chief Complaint (CC)
May be in patient’s own words or briefly summarized.
History of Present IIIness (HPI)
寡=細　How problem beg狐・ describe character’OnSet, 10Cation・ duration・ eVentS Sur-
rounding, pe血nent positives and negatives,瓜ings that make it better and worse.
易軍閥P蕊窪慧雑器誌,al ndmissi。nS
竃二蘭　Past Surgical History (PSHx)
List all previous surgeries and traumas and dates
霊=劃　Medications
list all current medication§ and doses
話=帥　AI獲ergies
to medications, latex, foods (if none are known, make note of that fact)
置=覆I FamilyHistory (FHx)
Parents (if alive or what they died of and at what age), Siblings, any trends
営こここ覆　SocialHistory (SHx)
AIcohol a3TOH), Tbbacco, Drug use (Intravenous versus other me皿ods), WOrk
言こ=鞠　　history, religious hx, living situation/supports
Review of Systems (ROS)
竃=椅　Listpe血nent positives狐d negatives only, me狐tto address only current symp-
toms (Old problems be10ng in PMHx)
Thi肋Kar SαIγival Guide
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Physical Exam (PE)_
Vitals-BP HR, RR, Tbmp,Weight.
General-How血e patient looks to you (CaChectic, Obese, anXious, unCOmforト
えble)
Head, Eyes, Ears, Nose, MouthIThroat (HEENT)
Skin
Neck
Lungs/Resp
Thorax(including breasts)
Heart/Cardiovascular System
Abdomen
Ex仕e皿i心es
Neurologic exam
Genitalia
Rectal
Pelvic
L abs/Studies
Assessment/Plan
General S tatement
Problem list
list each problem individually with your discussion of each item (an assess-
ment including differential dx, yOur Pr血ary dx and why)狐d血e plan for
that problem.
Mcke sure to discuss it wi血your team before committing the plan to paper.
Be thorough, yOur eValuations are based in part on your ability to show in your
notes血at your clinical thought process is Iogical and complete.
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SOAP Note
Used for daily progress notes on in-Patients or for clinic visits; nOt for first time
evalua心on.
l General Intro Statement-’’86 yo blacたmale with hb HTN CHF and PVD c弘r-
=≡コ
話±葵
nn砂being Jeenjむr LE cellulitis’’
Su切ec心ve
How血e patient feels today, any COmPlaints; what you notice about patient (but
not phySical exam). Include pertinent positives and negatives. “Pi・ JJateS LE is
lesspaiIg旬l tod〔切denies肋obbing, Jingling or mmbness jn JOe∫・ 7わ!′ble Jleep-
ing /ast "ight,初出eq扉rcd "O pain meds・’’
0勘ec心ve
Data of any kind (Without patient or pe重SOnal inteIPretation); include:
Vitals-BP HR, RR, Tchp, Wt.
PE-Gen, HEENT CVS, Resp, Abd, Ext, Neuro
Labs-{BC, Lytes, Micro (etc.)
Studies-CXR, CT MRI, (etc.)
Assessment & Plan
Evaluate data and observations in problem li§t fomat; fomulate plan for the day,
including new labs, meds, Studies, ProCedures. Iもmat varies from service to ser-
Vice. Some prefer a general assessment before the plan (``77!is /s an 86 ),ear Old
gen/lem n w脇ih HTN αIF and PVD with ce初雄is QfLE "O肌でSO柄ng 〈昨er
3 dの,S Q/‘IV a眈.’’), Others will prefer an as§e§Sment With each problem. Check
With your resident or intem. A more detailed asses§ment and plan section indi-
CateS to yOur team that you know what’s going on with your patient. This is the
most important part of the note.
電車細　耕Cellき`litis-Ⅵめundowab g,eW Out JtCIph JenSitive Jo o糊Cillin; i,御oVing邸eγ
書ここ器
量こヨ賀
宴こ言
1997-1998　醸
i霊草器
3 dの,S bタ。ad坤ectrum abJr. Plan-Change /O O購aC脇n, nCu初nぴp団pi加s JO
」Ol.
#2 H7N-1彬Il-COntγOlled on c"rnnt Jngimen, however patient coI卿lains Qfdiz-
Ziness. Plan-C”ec鳥onhostatics.
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Admission O「ders-(ADC VAANDliMSL)
Admit-nOte Service, attending and/or resident ‘Admil JO Medicine, D章Jones’,
Diagnosis- “PneJlmOnia’’
Condition-Stable (most people have never written ``critical” except in ICU set-
血g)
Vitals一心ow often (q shift, q8 hours, etC.)
Allergies-NKDA, PCN, Sulfa. Include reaction : hives, anaPhylaxis
Activity-aS tOlerated, S血ct bedrest, OOB to chair, ambulate q4hours, etC.
Nursing鵜these are orders to血e nusring sta鯖, do not write “nursing’’on your
Order. Covers皿ngs like foley to gravity, dressing changes, drains, aSPiration
PreCautions, nOtify HO if temp>101, fingersticks q4 hours, etC.
Diet-NPO, 1200 cal ADA, Clears, regular, lactose free, SOft solids, etC.
Ius and Outs-Strict measurement of intake vs output
IV Fluids-1/2NS lOOcc/hr x I Liter血en 75ccthour (etc.)
Medichtious-Medicine orders specific to padent
Standing meds, aka ``PRN” medications (Check w皿your resident if血ey have
Certain things they like to prevent them from being paged at 4an)
Labs-for the next moming or later that day (Check am CBC, SMA-7, etC.) or
Standing labs
Discharge Summaries
Ail patients upon discharge need a ``Discharge Summary’’which provides infor-
madon conceming血eir hospital course, admitting diagnosis, any additional diag-
noses, discharge medications, important labs’Surgeries, follow up appointments,
and狐y Patient instructions. These foms are located either in血e padent’s chart
(Since discharge planning begins upon admission) or in one of various Iocations
around the nurses, station. It is very helpful for medical students to fi11 out血ese
foms for their intems. The foms are very self-exPlanatory’exCePt for皿e lange
詩誌藍諾豊霊宝嵩磐諾豊富霊嵩豊謡曲
Plications during the admission, Patients condition at dischange’狐d placement or　言草器
follow-uP Of patient.
771iId旅ar SunIival G諦de
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An example is:
・・Mr. Sm弛was admitted on 316/96 with SOB, 3+ Pitting edema ofthe lower ex-
tremities in apparent CHF The patient had self discontinued his cardiac medica-
tions 2 months ago. The pt・s CXR showed and enlanged heart with evidence of
pulmonary edema. EKG on admission showed evidence of enlarged right and left
ventricles. The patient was given Furosemide and restarted on Digoxin. The
patient・s hospi血course was comPlicated by a LLL pneumonia diagnosed clini-
cally and by §Putum Cultures done on day 5 of admission・ Pt was treated with a lO
day course of Unasyn. The patient had a repeat CXR on 3/16I96 which showed
resolution of hi  pulmon ry edema and pneumonia. Patient was dischanged on 3/
20/96 on Digoxin狐dAugmentin. Mr. Smith will f机low up w弛Dr. Crane in the
DOB on 4/20196 at 3pm.’’
Ano血er piece of血POrtant PaPerWOrk is a ``page l” which is needed for anyone
who will be needing VNA (Ⅵsiting Nurses Association) upon discharge. The
・・page l,, is 10Cated in various drawers around the nurses station or in the patients
chart, it is a good idea to ask one of皿e nurses where these are 10Cated. Again this
fom is very self-exPlana ory. Ybu should make sure you fill out血e more ``medi-
cal” infomation, including diagnosis’medications’狐d狐y treatmentS that血e
patient will need皿e VNA to do. The demographic infomation at the top of the
sheet will be魚lled out by the nurse. If you have狐y queStions as to what you
should write, Particularly on the dischange surmary’it is best to ask your intem.
ThiId旅ar S%rVival G諦de
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暮こヨ表
SURGERY
Pre-Op Note
Necessary to be confim patient is prepared and medica11y stable for sungery血e
next day (Or SOOn after)
Pre-Op Diagnosis- ’’AcuIe (現タendici/is’’
Procedure-’’Exp lo者a/O r)’L碑)a IOtO my’’
Labs-Usually CBC, Lytes, PT/PTT VA
Chest Xray-_reSults ( no CⅢi pneumonia, etC.)
E C G○○reSults
BIood products-Check computer to be sure type and cross has been completed
if necessary
H&P-’’On Chart’’(Check to be sure)
Orders-any neCeSSary PreP for surgery-bowel prep’NPO after midnight, etC.
Cousent-→OnfiIm that it is “signed狐d on chart.’’
Operative Note (Brief Op Note)
Pre・Op Diagnosis
Post"Op Diagnosis
Procedure-What was done lysis Qfadhesio妬J即chol),
Surgeo約〇-List attendings, reSidents (in hierarchica1 0rder of seniority), and stu-
dents who scrubbed in to surgery
Findings-brief description of what was found gall bladder with J/One4 Peゆ-
mied呼やend房etc
Anesthesia-{ieneral, SPinal , local
Fluids-Amount and type pt received during case (get from anesthesia)
Estimated BIood Loss (EBL)-aSk anesthesia or nursing
Drains-tyPe and location
Specimens-any血ing sent to pathoIogy
Complicatiousrmone (Check wi初esident b的re wr脇g a砂胸ng else!)
Condition-W血ere patient is sent and in what COndition ``脇n昨rred /O RR,餅肌
bated and jn Jtable condition’’
】肋iIわ旅ar S初γival G!《ide
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冨=騨 Post-Op Note
lb be written within several hours of surgery to assure patient remains in stable
i臣=圏　condition.
Proced ure-OPeration perfomed
問　Level of Cousciousness-aWake, drowsy, etC.
Vita看s-HR, BP RR
害≡壁Intake and Output (I,s狐d O’s)-Calculate fluidbal狐Ce
Labs-reView any results obtained since surgery
魅=隅　physical exam-→heck HEENT CVS, Resp, Abd, Ext and especially look at dre§S-
ing for bleeding (do not disturb血e dressing!)
霊=嘱　Assessment/P書an-Evaluate posトOP COurSe tO date, document狐y Changes from
聾=繭
original plan. Include pain, diet and I/O’s.
問紫嵩二慧窪認諾霊器慧U・ nOte reSident
霊=■
Condition-Stable (most people have never written ``critical” except in ICU seト
心ng)
旺=霊薬霊蕊や欝盤霊。a。ti。n (hiv。S, anaph,.aZis,
旺富合霊誌慧‡宝器霊霊器謹書諸富蒜y。u章
旺ま;:露盤鵠譜認諾詳霊宝謹書nS’aSPiration
l菖=格
纏ま=格
檀婁=言
纏婁=言
1婁=器
は婁=言
肥婁車検
胆事績
Diet-NPO, 1200 cal ADA, Clears, regular, lactose free, SOft solids, etC.
Ins and Outs-S血Ct meaSurement Of intcke vs output
IV Fluids-1I2NS @ 100cc/hr x I Liter then 75ccIhour (etc.)
Medicatious-Medicine orders specific to patient
Routine-Pre-OP medications
Antibiotics
Pain
PRN
Labs-for血e next moming or later that day (Check am CBC, SMA-7, etC.) or
Standing labs
T7!iId旅aγ Sl(rvival Guide
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Operating Poom Etiquette
As you begin your General Surgery rotation one of the most daunting tasks you
Will face is successful navigation of the many pitfalls of血e operating room. Be-
low you will find a list ofrules to assist you in yourjoumey. Good Luck"
Rule #1: AIwの,S Wear a maSたwhen ),Ou enter Jhe OR・ This rule may seem easy,
but you will be entering and exiting the OR m狐y times a day, and even multiple
times per surgery, and you must remember to put your mask back on.
Rule #: Pl(tyOWrmaSk on b錘彬yO掴Jart Jo JCrめChances are you will forget
皿is rule and have to rescrub at least once.
Rule抽: Be "ice /O Jhe鋤移ical刑rse5. When you enter the OR you will you see
匪車軸器豊豊富豊記譜議霊霊,慧器岩盤霊
E=細　side of血e towel to dry your left arm’血en transfer the towel wet side to your left
hand and dry your right am with山e other side. Hold your arms slightly away
竃喜怒嵩諾謹;課業露盤器‡器蒜議書悪霊
を‡竃I right hand g10Ve Out OPen and you plunge yourhand into it. Don’t wony if you
end up with two fingers in one hole’yOu Can fix血at later. Now hold the index and
寓middle fingers ofyour right h狐d up like you are about to do a rectal. The nurse
wil=lOOk the opening of皿e left glove around your fingers and you plunge your
left hand into the glove. Now your can do any a卸sting offingers血at needs to be
done. The last part is the spin’this will c10Se Off your gown around your waist.
寡=報　Look down at your waist and grab the tag andhold it out for the nurse・ being
諾謀等蕊精霊器霊窪豊‡霊葦霊器謹言満都
politely to血e circulating nurse as ``Fill jn yo私r ”ame, medical student’’・ If you
have not scrubbed before don,t try to fake it,血ey will eat you alive. If you need
help, just ask, they are usually more血an willing to pass on血eir infinite wisdom.
It is also nice if you let them know what size gloves you wear before you barge in
all scrubbed狐d ready to be gowned.
Rule紺: Scrめbi鴨js ca切keeping yol《rSeZfsc朋bbed is ha7広Put on yourmask! !
Tum on血e wateI;血en tear open a brush. Apply soap to the sponge side of血e
brush if it does not come with soap. Use血e sponge side to soap up yo皿hands狐d
arms to the elbow. Then start with血e brush on your fingers working toward your
elbows. When you are finished’rinse yourself’remembering to keep your h狐ds
above your elbows so the water runs down away from your hands. After you have
scmbbed enter血e OR backward t血ough也e door狐d keep your elbows bent wi皿
your hands about chest level away from your body.
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竃±報
長婁=細
ca∫eful not to touch anyone with your hand. Once you have passed offthe tag spin
around countercIockwise, graSP皿e tie and the tag will be pulled away. Now just
tie it off on your left side and you are ready.
Rule #6: You are the human retractor. Eqjoy the show, bbserve the anatomy, don’t
break scrub and stay out of血e surgeon,s way. Words to live by!! HAVE FUN! !
ThiId搾ar Sαrvival Gwide
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PED看ATRICS
Pedi History and Physical
Identifyi ng Information
Source
Chief Complaint
History of Present IIlness
Birth History
Antenatal = health Qfmother d初手ing herpregnanの”nnaJal ca7t?, diet, j解C-
tions, bleeding, PngnanC), ;nd椎ed h)pertenSion, geStaional diabetes・ Rh
t沖ing, JerOlo8男gOnOrrhea, Chlamydia, w初aso脇みamiocente∫is
Natal = geStational age qfchild at birth, kind and d研ation QfJabo写りPe Qf
deliveり団edαion and anesthesia, birth weighらreSuSCitation requiIed
Neonatal = Apga楊jaundice,和e鯵hemor’極e, COngenital ab胸肋alit海biγih
iIg所y #eding煩梯C妨ies, jc脇dice, Jength Qfho岬ital stの)
Developmental History
Milestones = age When力rsi mised head, nlled ove邦at alone, P!(lled JeZ旬p,
wa脇ed a10ne, Ja枕ed "r# WO7d and JentenCeS),鵬e Denver Develapmen-
tal Sc移ening 7おt
Urinary continence (during day狐d night)
Fecal condnence
Any failure to grow or unusual grow血
Grade in school, academic perfomance
Nutrition History
Breast or formula feeding
Vitamin supplements
Food likes and dislikes
Alle堆ies
Solid Iもod = When ;n妬od!(Ced, balance Qf丞yod gIO岬S
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Past Medical History
Illnesses
Hosp italizations
Infections (Ope, age,肋mbe写Jel,erity)
Contagious diseases (ChickenpoJL meaS短, r胸ella, etC・)
Other serious illnessesImm〃nizations
Is child up to date?
Any reaction§?
L st TB test
(袖 rαions
A ccidents and i所uries
Me ica/ions and alleIgies
Family History
Persona看History
Relationships with other children
School p重og重ess
Social History
Family structure and support systems
SchooI situation
Habits
Sleep
E limination
S社もty
Behavioral concems = eXCeSSive bed-Wetting, J励mb鋤c短ng, "ail biting, Jem-
per JantrumS
Adolescent hわits = fmO鳥ing, E胸高hstance abuse, Je糊al activ砂co“糊-
Ception, gangS, gmS
Dental hygiene
Family heal血habits
Review of Systems
Physical Hxam
Similar to皿at for adults, but it can be a lot trickier with a 3 year old
Don’t forget T狐ner Stages of genital development in pre-teenS and adoles-
CentS
Laboratory Data and RadioIogy Hxams
A§SeSSment and Plan
ThiJd ysar S〃rvival G諦de
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Developmental Milestones
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OBIGYN
OB Admission Note
Written for patients being admitted to Labor & Delivery珊oor…
_ yO GxPyAz; EDC」」」 by LMP 」-L by - Week Ultrasound.
Onset regula事Pain餌COntraCtions on -/-/- at -・ +/- SROM at -・
+/- BIoody show.
Hx current pregnanCy: R∞eived prenatal care at　　’With m
Tbtal ♯ prenatal visits=-・ Tbtal weight gain=
Problem list
#1
♯2
OB Hx-Ybar, tyPe Of bir血, geStation, bi皿weight’COmPletion of pregnancy,
complications ’ho spitalllocation of delivery
GYN Hx-Age at menarche, ♯days apart, #days Iong・ regularity’STD Hx
PMHx/PS Hx-
FHx-Include genetic defects, multiple gestations
SHx〇一eSP include substance abuse, domestic abuse’SOCial supports
Prenatal Labs-MBTIABS, rubella, HepB, PPD/CXR, Sickle, G6PD, GTT
HCT; UA, GC/Chlamydia, RPR
PE-」丑tals, HEENT Thyroid, CVS, Resp, Breasts/Nipples, Abd-fundal Ht,
EFW Leopolds, Pelvic-SVE (SROM) or SSE (Fems result), Ext, FHR
Pattem, Uterine Ctx pattem
Assessment仲Ian-IUP @_Wks, Size consistent with dates, +/-SROM for
_hours, Phase of labor, FHR, Risks, Pain m狐agement
OBILabo「 Progress note (SOAP format)
S Complaints, Situation (“I have to p!JSh’’)
O Cervix and station (10on / 90% I O station), FHR and pattem, Vital§
A Entering or continuing in _Stage, FHR pattem assessment
P M狐agement (expectant)
77!il宏旅ar Su7γival Gl(ide
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Deiivery Note
NSVD gm maleifemale @ _, Apgars - and -・ Cord
clamped and cut, COrd vessels x _. Cord gasses (if indicated). Pediatrician(S)
present (if indicated, if urgent, nOte time of arrival). Suctioned on perineum for
small/mod/lange amt meconium +I- Stained fluid (if nec). If shoulder dystocia,
describe maneuvers, time of delivery of head and body・ Include peds assessment
of baby (if present). Spont狐eous delivery of placenta at　　　, Schultz, in-
tact. Describe methods used to facilitate involution (fundal massage, Pit, etC.).
MLE or Lacerations二describe, rePaired with _Suture uSing一狐eSthesia.
Rectal exam, COndition of Mom and baby.
G P CIassification
Gravidity - tOtal number of pregn祖cies (not fetuses or infants delivered)
Parity - number of pregn狐Cies (not fetuses or infants delivered) ca]ried to viabiト
ity (20 weeks or more)
Note - A multiple gesta血on is counted as one pregnancy. A woman who is cur-
rently pregnant狐d has had one previous singleton pregnancy and one previous
twin gestation would be G3P2. A woman who is currently pregnant狐d has had
one abortion and one ectopic pregnancy would be G3Po.
A system used to express more infomation invoIves including under parity the
number of tem pregn狐Cies’Premature deliveries’abortions and living children.
A woman who is G5P21 12 WOuld be currently pregn狐t for皿e fi細心ne・ and have
had two tem pregnancies’One Premature delivery’狐d one abo血on. She would
Currently have two living children・
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帯　　　　　　　　　　　　PSYCHIATRY
Psych History and MentaI Status Exam
In general, the sychiatry Notes fo110WS the Basic medicine H & P Your “physi-
晴軍艦。ar。xan,; is sub諒uteJby the Mental Status Exan. Ybu should not forget to
record any physical findings.
Genera量in!brmation
Name, hospital number; gendeちadmission date, Primary care doc’rOOm num一
鷹ここ繭
嘉〒:繭　　be重.
Chief Complaint (CC)
May be in patient,s own words or brie珊y summari乙ed.
History of Present Illness (HPI)
How problem began’describe character, OnSet・ duration’eVentS SurrOunding’
Pertinent positive§ and negatives.
嵩
曙　p。StP壷iat言History (PTHi)
Ou巾atien t treatments (COunSeling)
Inpatient hosp ital ization s or residential treatments
軍国　義認慧
Attitude toward psych history/is§ueS
雄三こ話　pastMedica書and Surgical History (PMHx)
霊二案　土器蒜:÷霊言霊譜言霊霊
革ここ器　MedicatioIrsand Allergiesl st a獲l current medications and doses, including psych meds
土器　alle諾tO medications’latex, foods (ifno脚e knoun・ makenote o皿
事=:寒
革宇検
Physical Exam (PE)一
Vitals-Usually important when monitoring a patient’s response to medi-
cations or when monitoring a patient for signs and symptoms of wi血-
draw血
LabData
T7!iId軟ear S!I川ival Gllide
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Socia看/ Personal / Family History
Develapmental and Fdmily History (FHリ
障ここ書i
Parents (ifalive or what they died ofand at what age)’Siblings, any trends H;:竃
Psych history, history of suicide
Social I Personal / Family History (cont,d)
EdL(Catioml and Occ岬a!ional History
Highest grade in schooI
Current an previous emp10yment
If unempIoyed, Why?
Legal History
Has the patient been in trouble wi血the law? Before age 15?
S〃ppOタでand RelationshゆS
Who does the patient confide in?
Ask about friendships/support and intimate relationships abuse history?
Habits
′ AIcohol (ETO叩, Tbbacco, Drug use (Intravenous versus o血er me血ods)
Have these caused problems in the past?
Review of Systen噌(ROS)
陣こ=格
延=こ繭
百事二百
真二善
書三善
喜一三重
List pertinent positives and negatives only・ uSually to depression and mania.管=掃
(Psychosis is usually elucidated by the Mental Status Exam)
MentalStatusExam　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　喜　田
App ea月ance
POStur? CIothes・ grOOmed, developed, healthy・ angry, SCared’CO血sed,管=題
anmOuS
Gene朋l Behavior
mannerisms, geStureS, COmbative’PSyChomotor retardation, tWitches
At/itude JOWa7d /he鉄aminer
COOPerative, hOStile, eVaSive, Seductive
State Qf Cbnscio#SneSS
alert, SOmnOlent, hyperaleft, Wandering
Moo雌C′
Mood: Su切ective -血ow the patient says they feel
A徽光t: Objective - how the patient appears to you
Are their mood and affect congruent?
If they say they,re depressed do they 10Ok sad or are血ey giggling?
A tiention: distractibi lity
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Mental Status Exam
卸eech and Th鋤g励
Hoce鐙
cohesive, coherent v. circunstantial’tangential, flight of ideas’loose
associations, perSeVeratious, blocking, Clang,
Content
delusional, Par狐Oid, bizane
perceptual al)nOmalities: auditory’visual
suicidali ty’homicidality
Peタで印tions
Tbctil or olfactory perceptions may be listed here
Cognition (Mini-Me海al Sta飯S E脇)
(There are several styles to the MMSE. Here are some suggestions)
Orientation (x 4): tO Person, Place, time, Situation
Memo増
血 mediat : Digit r印etition
Recent: Events wi血in the last 24 hours (be sure you can verify)
Remote: Long tem. Name four Presidents
Registration/Attention: Repeat 3 words now and in 5 minutes
Concentration: Digit Span (7 forwards, 5 backwards)
Calculation: Seria1 7’s or 3’s
血ig海and J〃dgme海
Do血ey understand their circumstances狐d their role in it?
One can usually assess judgment based on the interview
If they,ve tried to commit §uicide or were out on a drug binge血ey have
POor j udgment
管=蘭　Multi"Axial Classi鯖cation (Similar to differential diagnosis)Aris J: Mqior Prychiatric Diagnoses
Schizophrenia, Depression, BPD, Anxiety disorders, Substance Abuse
A融JJ: PeγSOnali砂Diso肋e巧Menial Reta7加tion
A諦s J〃: Physical diso履erJ nlevant Jo Jhe型ychiatγic pmblem
Aris JⅥ Prり,Chosocial and Envi70nmental PIOblems
unemp10yment, POOr SOCial support, financial problems, divorce
Aris T4 Global Assessment QfFmctioning Scale
rating from O to lOO, meaSureS their current state offunctioning
Assessment/Plan
三〇二重
要二吾
≡二雷
管=国
書三三百
1997-1998　圏
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lMPORTANT LOCATIONS
Boston Medical Center - E Newton Campus
Radio書ogy: Located on血e lst f100r Of the Atrium building’behind血e eleva-
tors. The file room and reading room are in the rear-aSk at the ftont desk and
they can direct you back. The radiologis[s in血e reading room are usually very
approachatle狐d would be glad to help you look at films.
Chemistry and HematoIogy labs: Located on the 3rd floor of the Atrium build-
ing. Tum right off血e elevators’PaSS the PACU’血e labs are located at the end of
thehal⊥.
Operating Room: The operating room is 10Cated on the 3rd floor of the Atrium
building, and the changing area is on the 2nd floor. Tb enter the locker rooms・ gO
down the hallway past血e Atrium cafeteria. You will see two doors wi皿combina-
tions dn血e about half way down the hallway on血e right. The entrance to the
women,s 10Cker room is on the right, and the men’s on the left. Ask your intem or
resident for the combination.
Tb get apair ofscrubs, gO all血e way through血e locker room and out血e exit at
the o皿er end into血e lounge area. Scrubs are found on血e rack directly in front of
you. Enter the OR at皿e top ofthe stairs in the 10unge area. SllOe COVerS’hats狐d
masks are located at血e top of皿e stairs. If you are scheduled to go to day sungery・
get changed in皿e locker room and put on a white coat over your sc則bs before
going to day sungery on the second floor of血e a血m (go past the elevators and
down the hallway to血e end and enter the door that says au血Orized personne1
0nly).
Tb get a 10CkeI; gO tO the 3rd floor and enter the OR血rough the door next to血e
service elevator (PreSS the large button on the wall). Do NOT go past血e line on
the floor but stand right next to the desk and ask for Tom. He can assign you a
10Cker to share with someone for your rotation.
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Boston Medicai Center - Harrison Ave Campus
Radiology‥ Located on the lst floor of the new hospital. T放e the service eleva-
tors (they are the less shiny elevators) to the first floor. Use your card key to enter
radioIogy. The reading room is all血e way in the back on血e left.
Hematology′Chemistry abs: Located on the 2nd f100r down the皿Iway from
the OR. The easiest way to get there is to take the service elevators to the second
floor and follow血e hallway around past血e OR entrance.
Operating room: Ent r the OR through the holding area next to the service area
on the 2nd floor, Use your card key to get in. 1bu need to be in proper OR attire
once you pass the desk at the end of血e room.
VA Hospi ai
RadioIogy: Second f10O重, b st bet is to follow血e signs.
HematoIogyIChemistry labs: Located on血e 2nd f10Or・
Operating room: Located on the 5th floor. Women’s Iocker room is on the right
behind血e lunch room. Men’  Iocker room is Iocated on the right just before心e
double do rs. Scrubs can be signed out in the lounge of the men’s Iocker room
(men and women ge=heir sc ubs here). Proper OR attire must be wom once you
go血rough the double d ors at血e end of血e hallway.
Library and cafeteria are on皿e third floor.
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HOW丁O ORDER X-RAVS AND LABS l
Boston Medical Center - E Newton Campus
X rays: Fill out aradio10gy requeSt fom and put it in the front of血e chart. Write
an order in the chart for the x-ray ’get it cosigned. Flag the chart狐d the ward
secretary will arI狐ge the film with radio10gy.
Labs: There are 3 1ab draws during the day. Write狐Order in血e chart’get it
cosigned and the ward secretary wil1 0rder it. If you need AM labs・ Write血e order
the night before.
Boston Medical Center - Ha「rison Ave Campus
X"rayS‥ Call radioIogy and arrange to get films directly wi心血em. Fill out a
radioIogy request fom and put it in the front of the chart.
Labs: Fill out the lab request. Tube i=o station 28 or walk it down to the labs on
the 2nd floor personally. Be sure to save the white copy and put it in the patients
Cha九〇
VA HospitaI
X rays: X-rayS are Ordered血rough血e order entry menu in血e computer. These
also must be electronica○○y signed by the intem or resident
Labs: There is only one b10Od draw a day at the VA and血ere is no guar狐tee血at
。V。n if y。u 。rder a blood draw your patient will get drawn. But・証worth a try,寓=霊
so...write an order the night before for AM labs and get it cosigned.
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GETTING RADiOLOGY RESU[JS
Boston Medical Center - E Newton Campus
-C狐1 8-6590
-enter ID (ask your resident for the ID code you should use) then the # sign
-Patients medical record number fol10Wed by the ♯ sign
-「bu will get the most recent rePOrt. Hit 8 to get a prior report.
Boston Medicai Center - Ha「rison Ave Campus
Students have suggested that血e best (and fastest) way to get result§ is to go to
radioIogy reading room狐d ask皿e radioIogist to read the films with you.
VA Hospitai
-Dia1 4820
-Enter血e full SS# of the patient
-tyPe: O for early report
批o enter a new patient
9toend
7 to restart the menu
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CONSUI丁S。。,You Want What??
OK…there you are on rounds. You do a great job of presenting your complex
patient to血e tean, and血en it happens; yOur reSident tells you to ``get I.D. to Iook
into that culture,,. What???? Who is “I.D.??? Andjust how does one ``get’’this
entity. Wctcome to血e wonder餌and mysterious world of consults. Honestly・ it
is not that mysterious of a world. As with all aspects of medical training・ it is
simply a matter of knowing what the question is・ and where to Iook for血e an-
The first place to go is your intem・ If you are not sure of wha=he question is・ aSk!
Then ask where to call. The latter is皿e easiest part. (See nextpg)
Example: ``Hi…do you have血e pager number of血e ID fellow on this month?’’
With this infomation in hand, yOu are ready to call for a consult. Now it gets
血壷de重.
・T血e first血ing the consultant will w狐=O know is why are you calling? Make
sure you know! ! The answer, ``My resident told me to’’may be truth餌・ but will
rarely be well received.
・Next, have appropriate data h狐dy to relay to the person on血e other end of血e
phone. Generally, all consults will wish to know the fo11owing at a minimum:
Name and medical record number of the patient
Location of血e patient
Brief history of present illness
Medicines血at血e patient had been taking before admission’and
those now ordered
Signi鯖cant past medical history
Relevant lab studies
What question you would like血e consult team to address
Where you or your intem may be reached
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This list is a basic one, but one that is common to all consults. It should be tailored
to the service being called. For example, While the ID people will be immensely
interested in the WBC unt for you patient, the uroIogy group may hardly care.
Just think about it, and it does become ra血er simple. Auways have the patient’s
chart on h狐d so that狐y queStion you may not狐ticipate will not be a big deal"
Don,t be afraid to call for a consult. It’s a great opportunity to leam, and血at is
why y u,r  here, right?
How to Pequest a Consuit
Boston Medical Center - E Newton Campus
Call血e page operator (8-Page) and ask for the page number for the fellow is who
is doing the consults for that service. Then dia1 31 to page the fellow to your
extension. Fil1 0ut a COnSult request fom and place it in血e front of血e chart. Fi11
in血e top part of the form.
Boston Medicai Center - Harrison Ave Campus
Ca11 the page operator (85) and ask血em to page the fel10W doing consults for the
Service to your extension. Fill out a con§ult request fom and put it in the ftont of
血echa競.
VA Hospital
Request consults through血e order entry menu of the computer. Ybu will need to
have the ntem, fe11ow or attending electronically sign it when you a∫e finished.
Then call the page operator to get the page number of血e fellow or resident doing
COnSults for the day. Page them to your extension (the VA pagers are voice pag-
ers-aSk §OmeOne how to page the first time).
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PROCEDURES
``The most important part of any procedure is the preparation.’’
MICROBiOしOGY
Gram Stain
Gran stains can be prepared in血e microbio10gy labs at selected hospitals - all
materials needed should be in血e lab. Specimens should be smeared on a glass
slide (Don’t forge=o glove up狐d smear under a hood!) and barely heat」uxed on
a hot plate. Next, Simply rinse your slide with each solution in the following
Orde重:
FIood slide w皿crystal violet - 1 minute
Wash off slide with water then flood with Gram’s iodine - 1 minute
Wash off slide and add 95% ETOH to decoIorize - 15 seconds
Wash off slide and counterstain with Safranin - 1 minute
Wash off Safranin and blot dry
Examine your smear under oil immersion:
Grarn (+) organism = PurPle
Gram (-) organism = red
Acid Fast Stain
Briefly heaトfix air-dried smear on a hot plate
F10Od slide with carbol-fuscin - 2.5 minutes
Wash off slide with water and deco10rize with acid alcohol (COmPletely)
Wash off slide and flood with methylene blue - 30 seconds
Wash off me血ylene blue and blot dry
Ex糾nine slide under oil immersion:
Acid fast organisms = red
Non-Acid fast organisms = blue
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PHしEBOTOMY
PeripheraI Biood Sampling (Venous BIood Draws):
For venous b10Od sampling, yOu’ll need to bring:
GIoves, ETOH pads, Tbumiquet Needleルutterfly’adapter’VaCuutainer
Sterile gau乙e, Band-aid Lab requisition fom(S)
Label(S) with patiellt ID
Collecting tubes
RED top = anything measured in the s型哩: Chemistries万pe and cross/
SCreen , antibodies
PURPLE top = CBC (mea§ureS blood cells)
BLUE top = PT/PTT (it has a preservative to prevent c10tting)
The blood draw is easier for you and less painful for the patient when drawn ftom
the antecubital fossa. Apply the toumiquet tightly and palpate the vein. Once you
have palpated血e vein, SWab皿e area with ETOH, and enter the skin wi血the
needle at a slight angle. Make sure each tube is at least one-third full" After
COllecting your las=ube, remOVe the tube from血e vaccutainer before swifuy re-
moving皿e needle from the vein. Then apply firm pressure for approximately 30
SeCOnds.
Arte「iai BIood Gas
For drawing arterial b100ds, yOu’ll need an arterial b10Od gas kit. Each kit
COntains a syringe with a drop of heparin, tWO di飯井ent Size needles (One for radial
ABGs and one for femoral ABGs), a CaP for血e syringe after you’ve collected血e
blood, and a specimen bag. Fill the specimen bag wi血ice prior to drawing血e
blood.
Select your needle, depending on血e site you plan to stick and push也e hep-
arin out of the syringe. Then, 1ocate血e radial pulse. Once you’ve found血e
Pulse, yOu Can either mark the area wi血a pen or hold your index finger proximal
and your middle finger distal to the area in which you plan to enter血e radial
artery. The needle should be inserted at a 90 degree angle to the skin. Ifyou are in
血e artery,血ere is no need to pull back on the syringe一皿e arterial pressure will fill
the Syringe. Now that you have collected your sample, remOVe皿e needle, and
apply血m pressure for approximately 2 minutes. Cap the syringe, make sure it’s
labeled, Pack it in ice, and hand deliver the sample to血e chemistry lal〕.
Z7ziId旅ar観!rVival Guide
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Type and CrossISc「een
When asked to draw a type and cross or type and screen・ yOu’ll need to draw
almost a fu11 red top tube. The label(s) on the tube(S) must be signed, dated, and
timed by the person who drew the blood. The tube(S) should be sent to the blood
bank with the appropriate requisition foms (also signed). If you are responsible
for type and crossing a patient for血e OR, it is a good idea to call皿e blood bank
prior to血e surgery to m水e sure血e blood H辿be血ere. Auso, it is important to
remember that type and cross/screens are only good for 72 hours; if you need
b100d after that time period, a now tyPe and cross must be drawn. (NB: This t血e
period may vary from lab to lab, SO it,s a good idea to call and check with the blood
bank at your hospital.)
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ACID-BASE CALCULA丁IONS
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ぎ事績
CALCIUM CORRECTED FOR A」BUMIN
Hypoalbuminemia is the most commOn CauSe Of hypocalcemia.
Corrected Ca = (4 - meaSured aIb) 0.8 + meaSured total serum Ca
COAGULA丁ION CASCADE
PT/INR : COumadin : eXtrinsicpathway : factors2, 7, 8, 10
PTT : heparin : intrinsicpathway ‥ factors 2・ 9・ 10, 11・ 12
CONVERSIONS
l kg=2.21b l in=2.54cm l fluidounce= 30m1
1 1b=0.45 kg l cm=0.39 in l teaspoon=5 m1
1 cc= 1 ml l tablespoon= 15ml
EXUDA「ES VS. TRANSUDATES
LAB TEST EXUDATETRANS UDAIE
Fluid LDH　　　　　　　　>200　　　　　　<200
Fluid protein　　　　　　>3 g　　　　　　<3 g
Fluid/serum LDH ratio　　　>0.6　　　　　　　<0.6
Fluid/serum protein ratio　>0.5　　　　　　<0.5
Specific gravity　　　　　> 1 "016　　　　< 1.01 6
Appear狐Ce CIoudy Cleap皿n
Viscous Non -C10tting
DDx Infedtion C HF;
TB nephrosi s ,
neoplasm cir血osi s
ThiId 】セar S研γival Guide
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HYPERGいICEMIA
血hypergly∞mia, PtS have a pseudohyponatremia. For each lOO mg/dl increase
in glucose (above lOO),血ere is a l.6 mEq丑decrease in sodi¥m.
So, true SOdium = (measured glucose -100l * 1.6 + measured Na
100
iNSUし1N
Dosin g
Dose = 0.7 units化g
A逝
2I3
/　¥
主哩理　　　　Reg ul狐
213　　　　　　1 13
壁塾
113
/　¥
主坦壁　　　Regul狐
213　　　　　1 I3
(Or l/2 and l12)
I/T RA丁iO
Neonatal index of infection because it is difficult to differentiate sepsis from res-
Piratory distress in neonates.
Defined as: immature neutrop皿S (bands)/total neutrophils
An IIT ratio > 20`% suggests infection, and usually requires empiric abx therapy.
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琵:=寒
害:ここ寒
害=こ寒
管=着
工重工
LAB GRiDS
He棚to log),
wB〉÷〈Plate看ets
ABGs pH/pco2 / po2/ HCO3
痛手暮　MAINTENANCE FLUIPS_二C竺u聖On
For an afebrile 70 kg adult: 35 m弧g/24h
Calculate the daily water requirement according to血e following “kg me山Od’’:
For血e first lO kg ofbody weight: 100 ml化glday plus…
For the second lO kg of body weight: 50 ml庇g/day plus…
For the weight above 20 kg‥ 20 ml庇gIday.
E加n岬le: For a 60 kg adult:
めr鼠重st lOkg, 100x 10=
for second lO kg, 50 x lO
forabove 20 kg, 20 x 40 :
1 00仇n1
500m1
8 0m1
2300ml/24血s = aPPrOX. 96 cc/hour
**For a αquicky,, per hour calculation:
first lO kg = 100cc/24 hours庇g -> apProX 4 cc/hou重化g
second lO kg = 50cc/24 hours庇g -> apPrOX 2 cc仙our化g
♯kgs > 20 kg = 20ccI24 hours庇g -> apPrOX I cc仙our庇g
E*anple: For a 60 kg adult:
forfirst lOkg, 4 cc/h庇g x lOkg =
for second lOkg, 2ccIh庇g x lOkg
forabov 20kg, 1 cc仙化g x 40kg :
40 cc丑1
20 cc/h
40 cc仙
approx l OOcc/h
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OSMOしALITY
osmolality = 2Na + gl堕2se + E哩豊∴∴∴∴ (nom = 290 mOsm几)
18　　　2.8
Osmol gap = Osm (msrd) - Osm (Calc)　(nomal < 10mOsm几)
Increased Osmolar Gap
Measured Osm normal/Calculated Osm low
.Decrease in serum water
-hypexprotein emia　　　-hyper血gl yceridemia
Measured Osm high/Calculated Osm nomal - Slightly high
.Presence of unmeasured osmol
- sorbito l　　　-glycerol　　　- mannitol　　-ethylene glycol
-ethanol　　　　-aCetOne　　　-methanol
*(ASA狐d lithium levels can’t gethigh enough to cause osmol gap bc
pt is already dead by血en)
PRESCRIPTiONS
M桝St jncl!′de JheゆI10Wing:
Patient,s name, address or hospital number, age, date
Recipe (Rx) : drug name, Strength, and type
Dispense (Disp): amOunt Of drug or time period
Signa (Sig) : Latin ``signa’’meaning ``mark” refchng to patient instructions.
Re鮒Is - Number, if any, allowed
You must then have your resident or attending sign it
Some abbreviat10nS:
IわlV:〃脇e Ie
PO = by mouth
PR = by rectum
OD二right eye
OS = left eye
to a任ected a重ea
Example :
Rx: Griseofulvin 500 mg
Disp: #5 (forty-five)
Sig: 1 po qd x 6 weeks forrash
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RENAしFUNCTION
Creatinine Clearance =虹40 - age) (weight in kg)
(SeⅢm C重)(72)
FENa = (吐血e_旦a)(Serum Cr)( 1 00)
(Serum Na)(Urine Cr)
RENAL FAiLURE
BUN
sem皿C重
BUN/Cr (nl = 13-20)
urine Na
ume OSm
F巳Na
response to volume
need for dialysis
Causes of岬
ECF volume depletion
Causes of Renal Renal Failure:
ÅrN (75の
Con廿aSt
丁bxins
Sepsi s
Vascu liti s
PosトOp
PRERENAL
口
nl
口
<10
> 500
<1
good
皿O
ロ
ロ
nl
>20
<350
>1
if oliguric/anuric
CHF Hypoten sion
AB O incompatibility
All prerenal causes
Eclampsia
Maligrmt HTN
Hemolytic uremic syndrome
Hepatorenal syndrome
Pigment release (CruSh i巾ury,血atrdomyolysis, tra皿Sfusion reactions)
Causes of Postrenal Renal Failure:
B ilateral ureteral obstruction B ladder outlet obstn]Ction
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STATISTiCAL EQUATIONS
5enSitivity = # tn]e POSitives/♯ all people w弛disease
坤ecgβc砂= ♯ tme negatives/# all people without disease
positive p移dictive val``e = # true positives/# who tested positive
negative predictive value = # true negatives/♯ who tested negative
STONES
1 5 % of gallstones are radio-OPaque
85% of renal stones are radio-OPaque (ie一皿ey c狐be seen on plain珊ms)
Renal stones
Calci霊(m StOneS : 80% of all stones; made of Ca, OXalate, & phosphate; Seen in
hypercalciuria, hyperoxaluria (in pts with IBD), distal RRA, medullary sponge
kidney, Sarcoidosi s, hyperparathyroidi sm , hypocitra調ria
Uric acjd stones: Seen in uric acid ove重PrOducdon’10W urinary volume, PerSistent
acid urine pH
qys面oe〆ones: Seen in cystinuria, aS a reSult of inbom error of amino acid tr狐S-
port; hexagonal crystals seen on microscopic exam of urine
S短所e〆ones; also ca11ed Staghorn calculi; OCCur With high urinary pH, Which
suggests infection with urea-SPlitting organisms (eg Proteus)
TRANSFUSIONS
基堅皇室
Transfuse @ Hct<= 21-25%
TTansfuse over 3-4血S (blood should not hang for >4 hrs).
Premedicate w皿acetominophen and benadryl to口minor tr狐Sfusion reactions.
1肋iJ QfPRBC jnc移ases ”emog10bin dy Jgnl & hematocrit by 3%
Pla(elets
Transfusion indicated for:
Platelet count < 20K
platelet count = 50K型遁bleeding or plamed surgery
thrombocytopenia and/or dysfunctional platelets逆進bleeding
l mit QrplaJeleiS jnc7t,aSeSplatelet co脇t dy 5000-10,00励l
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SURGERY - QU!CK FACTS
BURNS
Deg記e
l∫t d g7e ‥ ePidemis invoIved; Painful; Pink; nO blisters
2nd deg,ee: Partial demal invoIvement; Painful; White to pink; blebs and blisters
3I宏dcgne: entire demis invoIved (all demal appendages destroyed); aSenSate;
white, black, Or red; dry and lea皿ery
4ih d略 e: eXPOSed adipose tissue, fascia・ muSCle’and/or bone
Rule of9’s:
Method to estimate otal body §urface area (TBSA) invoIved in 2nd and 3rd de-
gree bums.
9% = head and neck
9% = eaCh upper extrem ty
18% = each lower extremity
18% = eaCh hemithorax
l% = Perineum
CHiLD’S CしASSIF看CATiON
Detemines operative risk of a shunting procedure in a patient wi血Portal HTN
ChiIdGrouD ? 
A ?p ? 
erumBilirubin(mg/dl) ?2 ?-3 ?3 
erumAlbumin(g/dl) ?3.5 ?-3.5 ?3 
SCites ?bsent ?asilycontrolled ?e紅的tOリ 
caphalopathy ?bsent ?inimal ?eve重e 
狐nu血色on ?bsent ?ild ?eve重e 
Perativemortalityrate ?% ?0% ?0(施 
POSTOP FEVERS: THE 5W,s
Wind - atelectasis, PneumOnia
VVater - UTI
Wbund
Walking - PulmonaIγ embolus
Wonder drug - drug fevers
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GLASGOW COMA SCALE
Eye opening (E)
S pontane○us
Tb Loud ¥bice
Tb Pain
None
Motor response (M)
Obeys Verbal Command
Localizes Pain
Flexion Withdrawal
Decorticate Rigidity
Decerebrate Rigidity
None
Verbal Response (V)
Orie nted/Converse s
Dis oriented/Converse s
Inappropriate Words
Incomprehen sible
None
RANSON’S CRITERiA
Measure of prognosis in pancreatitis.
At admission:
1) Age>55
2) WBC>16
3) Gluc○se > 200
4) LDH>350
5) AST>250
Within48 hrs:
1) DHct> 10% decrease
2) DBUN>5 increase
3) Ca<8
4) PaO2<60
5) Bascde鯖cit>4
6) Fluid sequestration > 6L
♯ SIGNS MORRALITY
<3　　　　　　　　<5%
3-4　　　　　　　15-20%
V旧CHOW,S TRIAD
Stasis (irmobility, Obesity, CⅢi pregnancy, general anesthesia)
均peICOagulabil砂(malignancy)
Endothelial h函ry (trauma, VenOuS insu触ciency)
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OB/GYN QUICK FACTS
BIOPHYSiCAL PROFiLE
An OB/GYN assessment offetal well-being・ Five paraneters are given a score of
冨=賞　00重2・
毒
賞OPHYSICALVARRABLE ?CORE ?XPLANATION 
etalbreathingmovements ?l=2secin30min. ?tleastlFBMof>=3O 
abnl=Oin30min. ?oFBMofatleast3Osec 
OSSbodymovements ?l=2movementsin 30皿in. ?=3discretebody/limb 
ab§ent=Omove- mentsin30min ?3discretebody仙mb 
etaltone ?l=2 abscnt=0 ?=1episodeofflexion andextension SIowextensionwith PartialflexionQ±nOfetal movement 
eactivefetalheartrate ?l=2 ?eactiveNST 
absent=0 ?onreactiveNST 
nioticfluidvolume ?l=2 ?=lpocketofAFatleast 
Qualitative) ?bscnt=0 ?cm NoAFornopockets>1 C皿 
A JCO7e Qf8-10 is considered ”O脇al; a JCOIe Qr6 is eq面OCal and leq雄花s重〃でher
eval〃ation; and, a JCOre Qf4 or Jess is abno朋al and w鋤a砂場quires jmmediate
inteれ′ention.
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BISHOP’S SCORE
An OBIGYN assessment of cervical ripeness for induction of labor.
FEATURES S C O RE
O　　　　　　　1　　　　　　2
Dilatation (Cm)　　0　　　　　　1 -2　　　　3-4　　　　　　5-6
E珊cement (の　　　0-30　　　　　40-50　　　60-79　　　　　80
Station　　　　　　　-3　　　　　　　-2　　　　　　- 1 ,0　　　　　　+1 ,+2
Consi stency Fim Medium Soft
Position Posterior Mild Anterior
A scoIe Q/9 0r mOγe ”as a very砂・Omble prognosisjbr jnd〃Ction Qflabo基
APGAR SCORE
Heart rate
Respirations
Muscle tone
Reflex irritab ility
Co10重
O points
absent
abSent
limp
nO reSPOnSe
blue
1 point
< 100
S10W/ineg ular
SOme flexion
gmaCe
blue extremides
2 points
> 100
go○d化けing
active motion
COugⅢsnee乙e
p血k
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STUDY HINTS
MEDICINE
On this service, yOu are expeCted to be a team player’SO leave the surgery attitude
behind. tbu should be excited and enengetic about血is rotation・ Rounds tend to
be leng血y, but make sure you are always paying attention because you never krow
when your resident is going to throw a question at you. I’ve found that attendings
and residents would rather you gave the wrong answer to a question (to show that
you are thinking) than you saying “I don’t know’’or keeping quiet. This is your
opportunity to speak up and give your opinion・ but not to the point that you are
overvhelming your fel10W third years or your resident or intem. 1bu should take
the initiative in your patient management - Writing orders, Calling consults (OnCe
血e team has agreed on皿S), gram Staining sputuns, SPiming urines, etC・ lbu
should also read on your patients,狐d be aware of any controversial or “hot’’top-
ics surrounding your patient.
Ybur grade in medicine is based primarily on your clinical work. Therefore, it is
essential血at you ge=o know the attending and the attending get to know you.
The rotation is broken down into three sections, 2 four week sections and l t血ee
Week ection, and since the attendings’rotation schedule is di任敦℃nt than ours,
you could spend only two weeks with one attending. So, it is important that you
COnVey yOur interest to meet with皿e attending early on・ You also want to make a
good impression with your residents and intems because they too fill out evalun-
血onめ重ms.
The written exam is a board-Style exam. Again, nO real consensus on a text. What
I did hear was that NMS was too much to get皿rough for the exarn. Other students
used Fishman or Cecil, Which I also heard was a lo=o ge=hrough before the test.
As for pocket references, Student§ Seemed to be split between The Wdshington
Manual and Ferri. The Wdshin芝ton Manual provides more information alrout any
given topic; While, Ferri gave c皿ical applications and advice rngarding血e topic.
A Pocket Phamacopoeia and Sanford are two pooket references血at you don’t
Want tO be without. Regardless of text, I highly recomnend doing the o切ectives
皿at are passed out at the begiming of皿e rotation; I feel they allow for a血orough
reV宣eW.
Z7妨d tear SunIiVal Gnide
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SURGERY
STUDY early. Use the fIt治time you’ll have in anesthesia and your elec-
tive to study- Some p∞Ple reoommend doing practice questions fron血e Schwanz
and Sabiston study guides. As for a text, there doesn’t seem to be狐OVerWhelm-
ing consensus on血e best book to use. Some of the texts recommended by stu-
dents include NMS, Sat)iston, and LaWrenCe tyOu’ll need to get both the general
surgery and sungical specia皿es books). The Mont Reed u∫gical Handbook is an
essential pocket reference for on the floor and to study for your oral exan. An-
other li調e packet reference血at皿狐y Students u皿ized is The Surgical血tem’s
Pocket Survival Guide. It’§ cheap ($7-8) and useful and I even saw some house
o鯖CerS Pull皿s book out of their coa=o Iook up infomation. I highly suggest
you buy a Pocket Phamacopoeia - nOt Only will you be amazed at all血e infoma-
tion in this book but you will also use it until you break血e binding.
Yt)ur grade for surgery primarily consists of the exam - if you don’t honor
the exam, yOu WOn,t honor the rotation. The written exam is a board-type eXam
that is very challenging狐d heaVily weights the surgical specialties・ with each
version of the exam emphasizing different specialties. Some recurrent themes
have been trauma, Orthopedics’urology, and cardio血OraCic surge重γ, but don’t bet
on seeing皿e exact same tOPics. The oral exan is supposed to be based on a list of
the patients you have seen while on the rotation. Some examiner§ adhere to this
rule, While others win ask you questions regarding everything rm血e topics on
your patient list. tbur oral exan will be administered by staff from another hospi-
tal. EL Examiners like to ask questions about topics familiar to them. Hence, if
your oral exam will be at the VA, bmsh up on your vascular and GI sugery主f your
oral will be at the Harrison Ave・ CamPuS, be prepared to answer questions regard-
ing trauna; and’ifyour oral exam wi11 be at the E Newton campus・ I’m not sure
what they like to ask’but ask some of the fourth years who had血eir exam at the E
Newton campus - I,m sure皿ey,皿emember the questions they were asked.
For血e clinical part of your grade’it is important that you ae interested
and somewhat aggressive/assertive. Be prepared to get pimped in血e OR and on
rounds塑造don,t take anything personally. Volunteer to help where it’s needed.
Present you patients when they come up at conference or walk rounds with
attendings. Khow your patients well and help you intems. All皿s makes you a
valuable contribution to血e team and it wi‖ be recognized.
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PEDiATRiCS
I can’t speak much for BMC・ because血e students have a ton of extra requirements
in tems ofpapers a d semin rs.皿e m雀iority of your grade is detemined by your
c血ical work. In order to onor the rotation, yOu muSt honor血e clinical part and
honor one of the two examS, ie - Written or oral. The written exam comes from old
“shelf, board questions, SO Students primarily did questions from Appleton &
垂nge・s Review of Pedia血鍍queStion book細心Krugman’s Review of Pedia血cs
the exam・ The topics for血e oral exam come from your patient list at
a list of 7-8 topics clearly ou舶ned in the syllabus. I血ink the oral exam is easier to
honor (simply becau e there are less topics to cover) and would recommend ded主
cating more time to one of皿  wo exams. As for a reference text’Students prima-
rily u§ed either Ne獲son or the αhalf’’Nelson, a皿mer pape巾oack version・
OB/GYN
This is a fun rotation. 「bu’11 ge=o assist with deliveries and maybe even deliver a
baby or two yourself’but only if you are kind’hunble, and helpful to the L&D
nurses and your resid s. Ybur grade is the average of your written exam, yOur
oral exam, yOur Prese tation, and your clinical work. The written exam is a board-
Style exam. In this rot tion, Students primarily used two texts - NMS and Hacker &
Moore (the t xt Dr. Brown recommends). Personally, I felt Beckmann was血e
easiest to read, eSPeCially since I血ghly recommend doing the ACOG o切ecdves
which are handed ou  in the OBIGYN packet理由are in血e ftont of Beckmam.
On e you’ve studied for your written exam, I think you are more or less prepared
for the oral. In tems of your presentation,血e sophistication will vary with the
Other students in your rotation.血my rotation, PeOPle §imply presented a paper
血ey had written critiquing a case. However, I have heard that in later rotations,
P QPle exp狐ded瓜eir presen ation to include ove血eads and slides.
PSYCHiA丁RY
E巾Oy血 se sev n weeks. Ybu’re grade is based mostly on your written exam
Which is a d parmental xam  As a whole, Students felt血at lbmb’s House O鯖c-
ers Guide was sufficient for血e exarn. If you are anbitious狐d want tO honor the
exam, r ad Tbmb two or血ree times. It is concise and packed wi血infomlation.
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USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS
Medical Schooi
Medical librar
Medical schooI switchboard
Occupational Hea皿
O触Ce Of Student Financial Mgmt
O組Ce Of the Registrar
Office of Student A任alrs
63 8-4232
63 8-8000
638-8400
638-5 130
638-4160
638-4166
Tie Lines
Tb ca11 E Newton Campus from Harrison Ave Campus-Dia1 86 + 4 digit ext.
Th call Harrison Ave campus from E Newton Campus - Dia1 122 + 4 digit ext・
Tb call BU Undengrad campus from E Newton Campus- Dia1 126 + 5 digit ext.
BMC " East Newton Campus paging system
From East Newton CamPuS 31+ 4 digit page ID
From HaITison Ave. Campus　86-31 + 4 digit page ID
From outside the hospitals 638-5795 + 4 digit page ID
Clerkship Directors
Third Year
Dr. Levin, BMC - Harrison Ave., Medicine..…・・・・・
Dr. Hershman, BMC - East Newton, Medicine …・・
Dr. CasIowitz, VA Medicine
Dr. Cantelmo, Surgery (Mary Stafford)
Dr. Siegel, Pediatrics
Dr. Brown, OBIGYN
Dr. Kaufinan, Psychiatry
Fourth Ybar
Dr. Barry, Home Medical
Dr. Blickman, RadioIogy
Dr. Gan, NeuroIogy
Dr. Shaw, Primary Care
534-542 1
638-8030
232・4170
63 8-8443
534-5576
5 34-748 1
638-8541
638-8383
534-49 14
638-5356
638-5110
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Boston Medical Center
East Newton Campus
638-8000
Ⅵrds
Emengency Deparment
Operating Room
Other Useful Numbers
8-6240　Admitting ……"…………・1
8-6230　BIoodBank..……........
8-6200　Chemistry Lab …….…
8-6215　EchoLab……….………..
8-5910　EEGLab ….…...….…….
8-6500　EKGLab...……..…...….
8-6090
8-7844
8-7859
8-8745
8-7979
8-8740
8-5930　HematoIogy Lab ……………‥ 8-7889
8_5710　Medical Records …‥.………‥ 8-7200
8-5720　MicrobioIogy ………………… 8-7832
8_5730　MRI ……………………………‥8-6056
8-5810　Page Operator…‥ 8-PAGE (8-7243)
8-5830　Pa血010gy ……………….……‥8-6990
8-6671 Phamacy ………………………8-6784
Physical Therapy ………・…… 8-7860
Radio10gy ……………………… 8輸6600
T岨nSpO五・……"………・"……・ 8-6247
Uitrasound ……………………. 8-6607
Other FrequentIy Used Boston Medical Center Numbers
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Boston Medical Center
Harrison Ave Campus
う34-5000
Wards Other Useful Numbers
Operating Room …………………・ 4-41 16　Admitting ……'………………‥4-4128
AdultER..…………………..……‥ 4-4075　AIDS Services………………‥4-4559
Pedi ER……………………………‥ 4-4991　BacterioIogyLab..…………4-4729
3W…………………………………… 4-4363　B10OdBaIk ……………………4-4141
Laborand Delivery, 3E………… 4-4364　BIoodGasLab ………………・4-4068
Newbom Nursery ………………‥ 4-5472　CArSc狐………………………4-4678
NICU………………………………‥ 4-4359　ClinicalImmunoIogy..……4-5305
PICU.….……..………….…… 4-4513　ComputerHelp Desk ………・4-7910
4W…………………………………… 4-5858　CytologyReports ……………4-4277
4E, Infants/Tbddlers …………‥ 4-4513　EchoLab………………………・4-4577
4W SchooIAge/Adolescents. 4-4511 EEGLab ………………………・4-5246
CCU (5W Sou皿)
PCU (5W Nort血)
MICU (5E North)
SICU (5E Sou皿)
6E..….…...…….…
6W….…….….……
7E.…..…..........…
7W..…..…..…...…
4-4421　EmpIoyeeHeal皿…………….4-4632
4-∠W23　HematoIogyLab ……………‥4-4067
4-5825　4PM B10OdDraw …………‥4-4171
4-41 19 Interpreter Services……・……4-5549
4-4405　MedicalRecords……………‥4-5749
4-4182　MicrobioIogy …………….,…4-4728
4-4404　Pa血oIogyR印orts …………‥4-5310
4-4154　Phamacy.……………………‥4-4882
Physical Therapy..…………‥ 4-4013
PF冒,s ……………………………4-4382
Radio10gy-Main ……………‥ 4-4854
T伽spo請………………………・ 4-5835
Ultrasound ……………………. 4-5870
Other Frequently Used Boston MedicaI Center Numbers
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手車細
Boston Medical Cente「
Harrison Ave Campus
5 34-5000
0ther Usefu看Numbers
Operating Room …………………… 4-41 16　Admitting ……………………… 4-4128
Adult ER …………………………….. 4-4075
Pedi ER………………………………. 4-4991
4-4363
Labor and Delivery, 3E …………‥ 4-4364
Newbom Nursery …………………. 4-5472
NICU..………………………………‥ 4-4359
PICU …………………….,……….….4-4513
4-5858
4E, Infants I Tbddlers ……………. 4-4513
4W SchooI Age I Adolescents … 4-45 1 1
CCU (5W Sou血) …………………‥ 4-4421
PCU (5W Nor血) …………………‥ 4-4423
MICU (5E Nor血) …………………. 4-5825
AIDS Service§ ………………‥ 4-4559
BacterioIogy Lab...…………. 4-4729
Blood B敬Ik ……………………4-4141
BIood Gas Lab ……….,……‥4-4068
CAT Scan ……………………...4-4678
Clinical ImmunoIogy ………. 4-5305
Computer Help Desk ………. 4-7910
CytoIogy Reports …………… 4-4277
Echo Lab ………………………. 4-4577
EEG Lab ………………………. 4-5246
Emp10yee Heal皿……………. 4-4632
HematoIogy Lab ……………‥ 4-4067
4 PM BIood Draw...,……….4-4171
SICU (5E Sou血) …………………‥ 4-4119 Inte重PreterServices ………….4-5549
4-4405　MedicalRecords ……………‥4-5749
4-4182　MicrobioIogy ……………,…‥ 4-4728
4-4404　PathoIogy Reports …………‥ 4-5310
4-4154　Phamacy ………………………4-4882
Physical Therapy ……………. 4-401 3
PFT’s ……………………………4-4382
RadioIogy-Main ……………‥ 4-4854
Transport ………………………. 4-5835
Ultrasound ……………………. 4-5870
Other Frequent看y Used Boston Medical Center Numbers
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Boston VA Medical Center
232-9500
Ⅵなrds
5C (SICU)
11B (亡cu)
1 1D (MICU)
Other Useful VA Numbers
6101 A血nitting..………...…….……
6111 BiochemistryLab ……………‥,
6131　B10OdBank …………………‥...,
6145　CT
6151 Cyto10gy
6171　EchoLab
6191　EEGLab….……
6211 EKGLab..……..
6221 HematoIogyLab
6231 Immunology.…
5 262
5115
5118
5 222
5 022
4210
4798
4168
5095
5004
6251 MedicalRecords………………‥ 5308
6261 MicrobioIogyLab ……………… 5109
6271 MRI ………………………………‥ 5656
6281 0R ………………………………….4890
6291 Physical Therapy/Rehab ……‥ 4961
6301 Pa血010gy...….…………
PF冒’s ……………………….
Recovery Room (PACU)
Ultrasound ………………..
Other FrequentIy Used VA Numbers
5094
4330
4874
5151
5153
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Ybur lnte「n/Resident’s Pager Numbers
Medic ine
Su rgery
Pediatrics
OB/GYN
Psychiatry
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